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Version 1.3.22
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Status: Closed Start date: 02/05/2013

Priority: High Due date:  

Assignee: Walter Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Installer Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 1.3.22 Spent time: 5.00 hours

Description

Download instructions:

For a customer that has not installed any version of 1.3.X update before, use this full version link. This version is necessary to install

the DotNet Client software

http://www.moscore.com/media/moscore_qm_1.3.22_full.exe

or if you are having trouble with the download being corrupt try this alternate link

ftp://dev.moscore.com/pub/moscore_qm_1.3.22_full.exe

For a customer that has previously installed a version of 1.3.X use the quicker install

http://www.moscore.com/media/Moscore_QM_1.3.22.msi

If you are having trouble with the download being corrupt, please try this alternate link

ftp://dev.moscore.com/pub/Moscore_QM_1.3.22.msi

===== changelog ====== (since #129)

v1.3.22

Completely new MSI installer

Default Backup/Restore folder is now 'Documents'

moved title of datepicker inside because the title bar is too short

changed text after 'archive events' to read 'archived' instead of 'deleted'

fixed bug when system region was not set to US-English

added -n switch to disable splash page

fixed unarchive feature

turned off 'beta'

updated readme

updated RaceEditor

added experimental 'large screen' mode (which may become the default)

History

#1 - 02/05/2013 02:17 PM - Jamie Pate

- Description updated

#2 - 02/08/2013 12:58 AM - Walter Pate

- Category set to Installer

- Assignee set to Walter Pate

- Priority changed from Normal to High

http://www.moscore.com/media/Moscore_QM_1.3.22.msi

ftp://dev.moscore.com/pub/Moscore_QM_1.3.22.msi

#3 - 02/08/2013 01:25 AM - Jamie Pate

- Description updated
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#4 - 02/09/2013 03:02 PM - Jamie Pate

- Description updated

#5 - 02/09/2013 03:04 PM - Jamie Pate

- Description updated

#6 - 02/10/2013 04:58 AM - Walter Pate

- Description updated

The full version needs to be looked at closer before release

#7 - 02/10/2013 06:57 AM - Walter Pate

- Description updated

we recreated the full version installer and fixed the links

#8 - 04/26/2013 04:09 PM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

closed because new version 1.3.23 was released
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